
See for yourself. You can do exactly that at EarthCam, an incredible portal for everything about Web cams. It's hosted by 
EarthCam, a company that really understands how to create an effective commercial site, by focusing on its subject, 
rather than its products (although you can easily buy them on the site). That makes this the place to go for Web cams. If 
you are running one, they'll provide a link to it, just as they do to beautiful, fun and interesting places and events all over 
the world - and even above it. Among others shots, you can see Earth from the International Space Station, a cat's view 
of an animal shelter in Michigan, a mountain view in South Africa, and live shots from India's first Web cam. You can see 
the top 10 cams, new cams, search by keyword, or browse through the categories to get your very own snapshot of 
what's going on in the world right now.

On a scale of 1 to 10, Foodsel.com weighs in perfectly. This site is really helpful for everyone who is watching their weight 
or wants to simply be more fit and healthy. The Food section gives you calorie, fat, carbohydrate and protein data about 
7,500 foods, as well as information about nutrients. You can look up products by manufacturer name and by food group, 
too. The Health section helps you determine your body mass index, and if you're really brave, organized and motivated, 
you can actually keep track of your weight, the food you eat, how much sleep you get, and your general state of well-
being in the Diary section. More than 500 people have signed up to use this free site, which is worth much more than its 
weight in gold.

Lost but not forgotten. That's the case with the mastery celebrated on the site ObsoleteSkills.com . From "adjusting the 
vertical and horizontal holds on a television screen" to "zipping archives across multiple floppy disks," there are nearly 
600 abilities on this site that are seldom if ever used anymore. Of course, there are some favorites such as "using a slide 
rule," "making a pop top chain," and "delivering milk to homes," and then there are some listings that probably should 
come under the heading of social commentary, such as "creating useful Web sites" and "darning a sock." But most are 
trips back in time for those of us who've been around a year or two. The site makes it easy to find entries with a search 
engine, and it's easy to submit your favorites, too, making this site anything but obsolete.

Keep your finger on the pulse of the world on the fascinating site Worldometers. In dizzying and sometimes mind-
boggling real time, this site reports worldwide statistics, including those for Population, including births, deaths and daily 
net population; Government and Economic figures, including healthcare and military expenditures,cars, bicycles and 
computers produced and sold; Society and Media stats, including new book titles, daily newspaper circulation, number of 
TV sets and cell phones sold daily and, blog posts and Google searches; and Environmental facts such as forest and 
arable land lost this year, CO2 emissions, current average temperature, and the number of species that have gone 
extinct. Perhaps most amazing is that it does it in 32 languages, making this a truly worldwide site.

Tell me something good. The site for Ode magazine does just that, carrying information for "intelligent optimists" from 
their paper publication to pixels and an even wider reach. Founded in 1995 in Rotterdam, Ode shares positive news in 
Dutch and English about the people and ideas that are changing our world for the better. There are articles from the 
magazine, as well as Blog posts from correspondents worldwide; an Exchange where readers can share their observa-
tions; Good News that can also be emailed to you daily; a social networking area devoted to the People who make Ode 
what it is (and that includes readers!), a section devoted to special interest Groups, and a Marketplace. All in all, this site 
makes you feel great about the state of our world
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